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• IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER: 
• The UN was founded as a successor to the League of Nations. UNs was formed on 24th 

October’1945. The total no. of members at present is 193. 
• There were 51 members who signed United Nations Charter in 1945. 
• India joined the Un on 30th Oct’1945. 
• The main objective of UN is to prevent conflicts and cooperation among states. 
• There are 6 organs of UN. Trusteeship Council has been disbanded in 1994. 
• The SC has 15 members – 5 Permanent and 10 Non- Permanent members. 
• There are 15 judges in International Court of Justice and their tenure is 9 years. 
• The UN Peace Keeping Operations were launched in – HAITI in America, LIBERIA in Africa, INDIA 

AND PAKISTAN in Asia, GEORGIA in Europe 
• Five Permanent members of SC have got veto power.  They have been given this power by   the UN 

charter to bring about stability in the world after Second World War. 
• Two NGOs that campaigned for the protection of human rights –  
• Amnesty International b) Human Right Watch 
• In logo of UN, the emblem has a world map as it is an international organization. The map has olive 

branches around it, which signifies world peace. 
 
 
Write the full form of any four of the following UN bodies. (All India 2010) 
(i) UNESCO 
(ii) OPCW 
(iii) UNRISD 
(iv) WMO 
(v) UNHCR 
Answer: 
(i) UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation. 
(ii) OPCW Organisation for Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. 
(iii) UNRISD United Nations Research Institute for Social Development. 
(iv) WMO World Meteorological Organisation. 
(v) UNHCR United Nations High Commission for Refugees. 
What do you know about the UN General Assembly? 
 The General Assembly is an integral part of the UN and there are 193 members in it. 
 Each member state can give only one vote. 

The main functions of General Assembly are: 
 To propose effective solutions to the problems related to peace, cooperation and human rights  
 To pass the Union Budget 
 To elect members of other components 
 To elect Secretary General on the approach of SC. 

Elaborate 5 main functions of Secretary General. 
SG is appointed by GA on the recommendations of the SC for a five year term. 
 To implement decisions taken by different components of Union. 
 To give report of all work done by Secretariat to General Assembly. 
 To resolve international issues peacefully. 



 To organize international seminars. 
 To organize conferences of SC 

 

ICJ- International Court of Justice 
There are 15 judges elected for a term of 5 years. 
Members and non members can take their cases to the ICJ. Court resolves all the matters presented to it. 
It is the judicial unit of UN. 

.   

What is the full form of WTO? When was it set up? How does it function? (All India 2017; Delhi 2016) 
Answer: 
The full form of WTO is World Trade. Organisation which sets the rules for global trade. It is an international 
organisation. WTO replaced GATT (General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs) in 1995. 
It includes 157 members. Major economic powers such as EU, US and Japan have managed to use the WTO to 
work in favour of them. And the developing countries complain about its non-transparent procedures and it 
being influenced by big powers. 
 
 

What is Human Rights Watch? Describe its main contribution to the field of Human Rights. 
(All India 2016) 
Answer: 
The Human Rights Watch is an international NGO involved in research and advocacy on human rights. 
Main contribution in the field of human right is stated in the points below: 

1. It is the largest International Human Rights Organisation in the USA. 
2. It draws the global media’s attention to human rights abuses. 
3. It helped in building international coalitions like the campaigns to ban landmines, to stop the use of 

child soldiers and to establish the international criminal court. 
 
 

Q. What steps should be taken to strengthen the UNO? (All India 2009; Delhi 2009) 
Answer: 
In order to strengthen the UNO following steps can be taken: 

1. Reform of the organisation’s structure and processes. This step should be taken : 
 To increase the permanent and non-permanent member in the UN Security Council so that it 

can represent contemporary world politics effective and better way. 
 To bring improvement in the UN’s budgetary procedure and its administration. 

2. Review of the issues that fall within the jurisdiction of the organisation. It will facilitate the following: 
 Greater role of UN in maintaining world peace and security. 

Limiting the role of UN to develop¬ment and humanitarian work 
As decided by the member states in 2005 highlight any four steps to make the United Nations 
more relevant in the changing context. (Delhi 2014) 
OR 
List any four steps suggested by the member states of the UN in 2005 in order to make the United 
Nations more relevant? (Delhi 2012) 
Suggest any four reforms required to make the United Nations more effective (Delhi 2011) 
Answer: 
 
The following steps were proposed to make the UN more relevant in the changing scenario : 

1. Peace building commission will be created. 
2. UN as an international community will accept its responsibility in case off failure of National 

Government to save their citizens from atrocities. 
3. Creation of Human Rights Council (operation since 19th June, 2006) 
4. Agreements regarding achievement of millennium development goals. 



5. To condemn terrorism in all its forms and manifestations. 
6. Democracy fund will be created. 
7. Agreement regarding dissolving the trusteeship council. 

 
 
In the present unipolar world the most genuine question is that can the UN serve as a balance 
against US dominance? 
This role seems to be very difficult for UN, since- 
 The military and economic power of US allow it to ignore the UN  and any other international       

organization 
 As the single largest contributor to the UN , the US has unmatched financial power. 
 The fact that the UN is physically present in US gives Washington additional source of influence. 
 With its veto power US can stop virtually any decision that is detrimental to its interest. 
 With its power and the veto in hand US has a considerable say in the choice of the Secretary General. 
 US does use this power to split the world or reduce resistance to its policies. 

The US also has many nationals in the UN bureaucracy 
6 Marks Questions 
 
Question 1. 
Trace the evolution of the United Nations since its establishment in 1945. How does it function 
with the help of its structures and agencies? (All India 2017, 2016) 
Answer: 
The United Nations was established in 1945 after the end of Second World War as a successor to the League 
of Nations. The United Nations Charter was signed by 51 states for setting up of UN. 
 
Objectives of UN. 
The basic aim was to achieve what League of Nations was not able to achieve during the two World Wars. The 
other objectives of UN are as follows: 

1. Prevention of conflicts and facilitating cooperation Among nations. 
2. To stop conflicts Among states resulting into war and if it takes the shape of war, to limit the effects of 

war. 
3. To reduce the reasons for conflict by bringing the countries together for improving social and 

economic- development all over the world. 
UN Structures and Agencies 
UN includes many different structures for dealing with different issues. The issue relating to war and peace, 
and differences between member states are dealt by discussion in General Assembly as well as in the security 
council education. The other issues such as social and economic are dealt by a number of agencies which 
include : 

 WHO World Health Organisation. 
 UNDP United Nations Development ProgrAllme. 
 UNHRC United Nations Human Rights Commission. 
 UNHCR United Nations High Commission for Refugees. 
 UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund. 
 UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation. 

 
. Describe the composition of the UN Security Council. What is the major difference in the 
privileges given to its permanent and non-permanent members? (All India 2016) 
Answer: 
Composition of the UN Security Council. The Security Council is an important organ of the United Nations 
Organisation (UNO). 
It consists of five permanent members (China, United States of America, United Kingdom, Russia and France) 
and ten non-permanent members who are elected for a period of two years). 
 
The selection of the permanent members were on the basis of their being powerful immediately after the 



Second World War and they being the victors in the war. 
There is the major difference in the privileges given to the permanent and non-permanent members. 
 
Privileges to Its Permanent and Non-Permanent Members The UN Charter gave the permanent members a 
privileged position to bring about stability in the world. After the Second World War the main privileges 
enjoyed by the permanent members are : 
 
Permanency 
Veto power 
The non-permanent members are elected only for two years at a time and cannot be re-elected immediately 
after completing two years. They are elected in a manner so that they represent all continents of the world. 
 
The non-permanent members do not have the veto power. When decisions are taken by security council, 
voting is done. All members have one vote. But the permanent members can vote in a negative manner so 
that even if all other permanent and non-permanent members vote for a particular decision, any permanent 
member’s negative vote can stall the decision. This negative vote is the veto. 
     Which three complaints related to the UN Security Council were reflected in the resolution 
passed by the UN General Assembly in 1992? Describe any three criteria that have been proposed 
for new permanent members of the security council. (All India 2018) 
OR 
Describe any six criteria for the new membership of Security Council as suggested after 1997. 
(Delhi 2015) 
Answer: 
In 1992, with a view to bring reforms in the UN Security Council, a resolution was adopted by the UN General 
Assembly. 
The resolution was about following three main complaints: 

1. The security council is not adequately representing the present political realities. 
2. Decisions by security council are reflective of Western values and interests and dominance by a few 

powers. 
3. The representation is not on an equitable basis. 

In view of reorganisation, UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan initiated an inquiry into the ways of reformation 
of UN on 1st January, 1997. 
After the years of inquiry, following criteria have been suggested for the permanent and non-permanent 
members of Security Council. 
To be a new member following criteria should be fulfilled: 

 It should be a major economic power. 
 It should contribute substantially to the UN budget. 
 Population of the nation should be high. 
 Nation should respect human rights and democracy. 
 The inclusion of that country should make the security council look more vivid in terms of geography, 

economic systems and culture. 
 It should be a major military power. 

 
Map-Based Question 
Question 1. 
Study the given map of the world and answer the following question in your answer book. (Delhi 2009) 
(i) Identify and Name the countries marked A, B, C and D respectively. 
(ii) Write the names of the following UN Secretary Generals with the alleles of the countries they belonged to: 
(a) Dag Hammarskjold 
(b) Kurt Waldheim 
(c) Boutros Boutros-Ghali 
(d) Kofi A. Arman 
 


